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tradeoffs

Tradeoff Analysis 
1.  Find what parts are tangled together 
2. Analyze how they are coupled to one another 
3. Assess tradeoffs by determine the impact of change to interdependent systems.
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The Sysops Squad
Penultimate Electronics is a large electronics giant that has numerous retail stores throughout the country. 
When customers buy computers, TV’s, stereos, and other electronic equipment, they can choose to 
purchase a support plan. Customer-facing technology experts (the “Sysops Squad”) will then come to the 
customers residence (or work office) to fix problems with the electronic device.



Sysops Squad - A Bad Situation…
Things have not been good with the Sysops Squad lately, and if something isn’t done soon, the company will be forced to 
abandon this very lucrative business line and fire all of the experts (including you, the architect). 

1. The current trouble ticket system is a large monolithic application that was developed many years ago.

2. Customers are complaining that consultants are never showing up due to lost tickets.

3. Often times the wrong consultant shows up to fix something they know nothing about.

4. Customers have been complaining that the system is not always available for web-based problem ticket entry.

5. Change is difficult and risky in this large monolith - whenever a change is made, it takes too long and something  
    else usually breaks (the product owner calls new feature deployments “bug releases”).

6. Due to reliability issues, the monolithic system frequently “freezes up” or crashes - they think it’s mostly due a  
    an increase in usage and the number of customers using the system, but they’re not sure.



Sysops Squad - Ticket Processing Flow

Customer

Create Ticket Assign Expert

Sysops Expert

Ticket Complete

Notify Customer

Send Survey



Sysops Expert Receive Tickets
Complete Tickets

Search KnowledgeBase

Admin
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Customer Register
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Sysops Squad - Current Architecture
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ticket  
tables

customer  
tables

billing  
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knowledge base 
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survey 
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expert profile 
tables



Part I: 
Pulling Things  A p a r t

Attempting to divide a cohesive module would only result in increased coupling and decreased readability.  
—Larry Constantine 
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Kata Exercise - Service Granularity

The following core ticket functionality currently in the monolithic application needs to be 
moved to separately deployed services. Your job is to determine what services the functionality 
should go into (and how many services there should be).

start endTicket  
Creation

Ticket  
Assignment

Ticket  
Routing

Ticket  
Completion

Customer 
Survey

?



what is the right level of granularity for a service? 
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“register a new customer”

database  
transactions

service granularity

profile info security info

{profile info, 
 security info}

no acid (db) 
transaction
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service granularity
Customer

1500ms

Customer

4500ms

! responsiveness and 
performance



service granularity
Customer

! reliability and data 
consistency
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Kata Exercise - Service Granularity

The following core ticket functionality currently in the monolithic application needs to be 
moved to separately deployed services. Your job is to determine what services the functionality 
should go into (and how many services there should be).

start endTicket  
Creation

Ticket  
Assignment

Ticket  
Routing

Ticket  
Completion

Customer 
Survey

Additional Information:

- Once a ticket is assigned, it is immediately routed to the expert. If it cannot be routed, another expert is assigned.

- The ticket assignment process is complicated and changes frequently.

- Tickets are always created faster than they can be assigned, so there is always a backlog of unassigned pending tickets.

- Ticket completion sends the customer survey and sends ticket info to analytical reporting.

- Ticket creation and customer survey are customer-facing functionality (survey link is sent via email).

- Ticket routing contains the logic necessary to connect to the expert’s mobile device and upload the ticket information. 
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Sysops Squad - Current Architecture

views, triggers, stored procedures

remote data access

data integrity constraints
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architectural quantum

An architectural quantum is an independently 
deployable component with high functional 

cohesion .
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with 2 quanta

Quantum 1
Quantum 2

note: only asynchronous communication between quanta
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https://martinfowler.com/articles/micro-frontends.html

API Layer

User Interface
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an independently deployable artifact 
 with high functional cohesion,  

high static coupling, &  
synchronous dynamic coupling. 

Represents how static dependencies resolve within the 
architecture via contracts. These dependencies include operating 

system, frameworks and/or libraries delivered via transitive 
dependency management, and any other operational 

requirement to allow the quantum to operate.  
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an independently deployable artifact 
 with high functional cohesion,  

high static coupling, &  
synchronous dynamic coupling. 

architectural characteristics 
live at the quantum level
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Part II: 
Putting T h i n g s  Back Together

Leverage modularity, but beware of granularity. 
—Mark Richards



Data Ownership and 
Data Access



Wishlist 
Table

“How do I assign table ownership to my services?”

data ownership

Product 
Table

Profile 
Table

Audit 
Table

?
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data ownership

scenario: joint ownership 
(table split) 
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option 1: interservice communication

network, security, and data latency

scalability and throughput

fault tolerance

tradeoffs

go-to solution

easy to understand and implement
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cust_id 
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option 2: data replication

product add, delete, change

sync

async
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requires custom cdc framework

data ownership issues
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data access

{item_id, 
 item_desc}

option 4: data domain

wishlist product



tradeoffs

network, security, and data latency

scalability and throughput

fault tolerance

option 4: data domain

data volume issues

data update rate issues

change control issues

read/write responsibilities

possible security issues

broader bounded contextdata consistency issues

no custom cdc framework

data ownership issues

forces the same DBMS for all tables

cannot use if services are talking  
to other data domains or schemas



which one is better?

option 3:  
in-memory  

replicated cache

option 1: 
interservice  

communication

option 4: 
data domains  
(shared tables)

option 2: 
data schema 
replication

large data volume
low responsiveness

reporting
data aggregation

low data volume
high responsiveness

multiple owners (write)
high responsiveness

data access



Hands-on Exercise - Data Ownership and Access

What access techniques would you use to access data a service doesn't own?

Ticket 
Create

Ticket 
Maintenance 

Ticket 
Update

Ticket 
Completion

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Routing

Expert 
Profile

Expert 
Profile

Customer 
Profile

Customer 
Profile

Support 
Contract

ticket
skills_ 

service_area customer

Customer 
Notification

Notification 
Service

Ticket Assignment frequently reads from 
the expert tables to get skills, service area, 
and current location (there are a total of 
500 experts nationwide).

1

1
2 Notification service reads from the 

customer table to get the customer sms, 
email and name (300,000 customers)

2

Ticket maintenance needs customer 
demographics information

3

3

Ticket B.C. Expert B.C. Notify B.C. Profile B.C.

option 3:  
in-memory  

replicated cache

option 1: 
interservice  

communication

option 4: 
data domains  
(shared tables)

option 2: 
data schema 
replication

current 
location



Synchronous vs Async 
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synchronous

CatalogCheckout

database 

component componentcomponent

component componentcomponent

customer

database 

ShipToCustomer

database 

component

component

synchronous calls create a 
dynamic quantum entanglement 

around operational architecture characteristics

sync | async ?
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Dynamic Coupling
synchronous

CatalogCheckout

database 

component componentcomponent

component componentcomponent

customer

database 

ShipToCustomer

database 

component

component

synchronous calls create a 
dynamic quantum entanglement 

around operational architecture characteristics



Dynamic Coupling
synchronous

REST



Dynamic Coupling

asynchronous

asynchronous
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One quantum for the invocation duration
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an independently deployable artifact 
 with high functional cohesion,  

high static coupling, &  
synchronous dynamic coupling

Represents how quanta communicate at 
runtime, either synchronously or 

asynchronously.



tradeoffs

— performance impact on highly 
interactive systems 

— creates dynamic quantum 
entanglements 

— creates limitations in distributed 
architectures

+ easy to model transactional 
behavior 

+ mimics non-distributed method 
calls 

+ easier to implement

sync



tradeoffs

— complex to build, debug 

— presents difficulties for 
transactional behaviors (prefer 
BASE) 

— error handling 

+ allows highly decoupled 
systems 

+ common performance tuning 
technique 

+ high performance and scale

async



synchronous | asynchronous ?

— architecture concern: synchronous versus asynchronous  

— exception: implementation detail is important/unique 

— design: how to implement the architecture concern 

— use layers in drawing tools to differentiate



architectural quantum 2021

an independently deployable artifact 
 with high functional cohesion,  

high static coupling, &  
synchronous dynamic coupling. 



Orchestration & Workflow



Kata Exercise - Orchestration and Workflow

Given the following services, should the ticket processing workflow be designed using 
orchestration, choreography or a hybrid? Identify the state owner as well as sync vs. async 
communications. What is your justification?

synchronous asynchronous 

Ticket 
Creation

Ticket 
Management

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Maintenance

Ticket 
Routing

Customer 
Notification

Notification 
Service

Customer

Sysops Expert

Customer 
Survey

Survey 
Service

1. create

2. assign
3. route

4. notify

5. complete

6. survey

Ticket 
Orchestrator

Ticket 
Creation

Ticket 
Management

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Maintenance

Ticket 
Routing

Customer 
Notification

Notification 
Service

Customer 
Survey

Survey 
Service

Customer

1. create

Sysops Expert

2. assign

3. route

4. notify

5. complete

6. survey

state owner



Consistency
Atomic Eventual Consistency

Communication
Synchronous Asynchronous

Coordination

ChoreographyOrchestration

primal dynamic coupling forces



Consistency
Atomic Eventual Consistency

Communication
Synchronous Asynchronous

Coordination

ChoreographyOrchestration

primal dynamic coupling forces



managing workflows

“Should I use orchestration vs. choreography for my workflow?”



workflow optimization

error handling

state management

managing workflows

“Should I use orchestration vs. choreography for my workflow?”



“place order”
created

order placed

order paid

managing workflows

state owner



“place order”
payment_applied

order placed

shipping 
orderorder paid

managing workflows



“place order”

order placed
order_shipped

shipping 
orderorder paid

managing workflows



“place order”

order placed
created

card expired

managing workflows
error handling

payment rejected  
           notify customer



“place order”

order placed
payment_rejected

card expired

managing workflows
error handling

payment rejected  
           notify customer



backorder (no inventory)  
           notify customer 
           refund customer

“place order”

backorderorder placed

backorderrefunded

managing workflows
error handling

payment rejected  
           notify customer

payment_accepted



backorder (no inventory)  
           notify customer 
           refund customer

“place order”

error statusorder placed

managing workflows
error handling

payment rejected  
           notify customer

(backorder)
(refunded) (shipping 

order)

(order paid) (backorder)
(shipping order)

(payment denied)

no additional 
communication 
points



“place order”
order placed order  

paid
order 
shipped

managing workflows



“place order”
order placed

card expired

order  
paid

order 
shipped

managing workflows
error handling

payment rejected  
           notify customer



“place order”
order placed order  

paid

backorder

managing workflows
error handling

backorder (no inventory)  
           notify customer 
           refund customer



“place order”
order placed

managing workflows
error handling

payment rejected  
           notify customer

backorder (no inventory)  
           notify customer 
           refund customer

(card expired)

(order paid) (order 
shipped)

(backorder)

(backorder)

additional 
communication 
points



“place order”
order placed

card expired

order  
paid

[order 
shipped]

backorder

[backorder]
state owner

state update

state update

managing workflows
state owner

additional 
communication 
points



choreography orchestration

managing workflows

?



tradeoffs

responsiveness

scalability and throughput
workflow management

error handling

recoverability 



managing workflows
hybrid solutions

“place order”
order placed



Kata Exercise - Orchestration and Workflow

Given the following services, should the ticket processing workflow be designed using 
orchestration, choreography or a hybrid? Identify the state owner as well as sync vs. async 
communications. What is your justification?

synchronous asynchronous 

Ticket 
Creation

Ticket 
Management

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Maintenance

Ticket 
Routing

Customer 
Notification

Notification 
Service

Customer

Sysops Expert

Customer 
Survey

Survey 
Service

1. create

2. assign
3. route

4. notify

5. complete

6. survey

Ticket 
Orchestrator

Ticket 
Creation

Ticket 
Management

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Maintenance

Ticket 
Routing

Customer 
Notification

Notification 
Service

Customer 
Survey

Survey 
Service

Customer

1. create

Sysops Expert

2. assign

3. route

4. notify

5. complete

6. survey

state owner



Managing Contracts



Kata Exercise - Contracts

What type of contract (looser or tighter) should be applied to each of these interactions and 
why?

A B C D

E



Strict vs. Loose 
Contracts



contract considerations
strict vs. loose contracts

strict l o o s e

XML Schema

JSON Schema

Object

RPC (including gRPC)

GraphQL value-driven contracts

simple JSON

KVP arrays (maps)



contract considerations
strict vs. loose contracts

strict l o o s e

{   
    "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
    "properties": {
       "acct": {"type": "number"},
       "cusip": {"type": "string"},
       "shares": {"type": “number", "minimum": 100}
    },
    "required": ["acct", "cusip", "shares"]
}



contract considerations
strict vs. loose contracts

strict l o o s e

{   
    "$schema": "http://json-schema.org/draft-04/schema#",
    "properties": {
       "acct": {"type": "number"},
       "cusip": {"type": "string"},
       "shares": {"type": “number", "minimum": 100}
    },
    "required": ["acct", "cusip", "shares"]
}



contract considerations
strict vs. loose contracts

strict l o o s e

type Profile {
    name: String
}

customer wishlist
type Profile {
    name: String
    addr1: String
    addr2: String
    country: String
    …    
}

customer profile



contract considerations
strict vs. loose contracts

strict l o o s e

type Profile {
    name: String
}

type Profile {
    name: String
    addr1: String
    addr2: String
    country: String
    …    
}

customer wishlist customer profile



contract considerations
strict vs. loose contracts

strict l o o s e

{ 
  "name": "Mark",
  "status": "active",
  "joined": "2003" 
}



tradeoffs

* guaranteed contract fidelity  

* distinct versions (+ or —?) 

* build-time contracts

* decoupled… 

* …therefore better for 
decoupled architectures 

* contract management

this OR thattight l o o s e



contracts in microservices

CatalogCheckout

database 

component componentcomponent

component componentcomponent

customer

database 

ShipToCustomer

database 

component

component



contracts in microservices
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database 

component componentcomponent

component componentcomponent

customer

database 

ShipToCustomer

database 

component

component
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component componentcomponent
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database 
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database 

component

component



contracts in microservices

CatalogCheckout

database 

component componentcomponent

component componentcomponent

customer

database 

ShipToCustomer

database 

component

component

tight l o o s e



contracts in microservices

CatalogCheckout

database 

component componentcomponent

component componentcomponent

customer

database 

ShipToCustomer

database 

component

component



contracts in microservices

CatalogCheckout

database 

component componentcomponent

component componentcomponent

customer

database 

ShipToCustomer

database 

component

component



contracts in microservices

CatalogCheckout

database 

component componentcomponent

component componentcomponent

customer

database 

ShipToCustomer

database 

component

component

Transfer values, not types.

tight l o o s e



tradeoffs

— the “contract” part of contract 

— must know who the caller is

+ more malleable integration 
points 

+ easier to evolve 

+ decouples integration from 
implementation platform

value-based contracts



contract fitness function

martinfowler.com/articles/consumerDrivenContracts.html



martinfowler.com/articles/consumerDrivenContracts.html

contract fitness function



martinfowler.com/articles/consumerDrivenContracts.html

contract fitness function



martinfowler.com/articles/consumerDrivenContracts.html

contract fitness function



martinfowler.com/articles/consumerDrivenContracts.html

contract fitness function



martinfowler.com/articles/consumerDrivenContracts.html

contract fitness function



martinfowler.com/articles/consumerDrivenContracts.html

contract fitness function

https://docs.pact.io/



https://docs.pact.io



Pact + REST



Pact + EDA



Pa
ct

 +
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I/
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D



tradeoffs

— brittle integration points 

— requires versioning
+ guaranteed type fidelity

strict contracts



tradeoffs

— less certainty in contracts 
(requires fitness functions) 

— requires more developer 
discipline

+ extremely loose coupling 

+ immune from implementation 
change

value-based contracts



tradeoffs

* better control of exact 
parameter passing 

* brittle architecture coupling 

* better documentation via type 
signatures

* requires fitness functions 

* requires documentation 

* extremely loose coupling

strict contracts            OR          value-based contracts



architectural quantum 2021

an independently deployable artifact 
 with high functional cohesion,  

high static coupling, &  
synchronous dynamic coupling. 



Kata Exercise - Contracts

What type of contract (looser or tighter) should be applied to each of these interactions and 
why?

A B C D

E



Transactional Sagas and 
Dynamic Quantum Coupling



Hands-on Exercise - Transactional Sagas

Currently the expert must wait for the entire ticket completion process to finish 
when marking a ticket as complete. Many times the survey service is unavailable.

Expert marks ticket as complete1

Orchestrator tells ticket service to mark as complete2

Ticket service updates ticket status and commits work3

Orchestrator send request for survey to be sent4

Survey service inserts customer survey information5

Survey link is sent to customer via email6

Expert receives response and moves onto next job7

Ticket
service

Completed 

Sysops Expert 
Mobile Device

Survey
service

Survey sent to customer

1

2

3

4

5

7

Ticket
Orchestrator

6

OK

1. What is the current saga illustrated below?  
2. What saga would you recommend for the ticket completion process?
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transactional sagas

epic  
saga

fantasy fiction  
saga

fairy tale  
saga

parallel  
saga

phone tag  
saga

horror story  
saga

time travel  
saga

anthology  
saga



Consistency
Atomic Eventual Consistency

Communication
Synchronous Asynchronous

Coordination

ChoreographyOrchestration

transactional sagas



epic saga

Domain 
Service

Orchestration
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability



epic saga

Domain 
Service

Orchestration
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
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scalability



epic saga

Domain 
Service

Orchestration
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

X
coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability



epic saga

Domain 
Service

Orchestration
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability

X

-1



epic saga

— “A long running, heroic story” 

— Mimics a non-distributed 
transactional interaction. 

— Holistic transactional coordination 
increases coupling 

— Easy to understand; difficult to 
implement 

— Often the first attempt by teams



epic saga

Domain 
Service

Orchestration
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability



fantasy fiction saga

Domain 
Service

Orchestration
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability



fantasy fiction saga

Domain 
Service

Orchestration
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability



fantasy fiction saga

Domain 
Service

Orchestration
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability

X



fantasy fiction saga
— “complex story that’s hard to believe 

in the end” 

— First attempt at “fixing” an epic saga 

— moving to asynchronous 
communication will improve 
performance… 

— …but introduce concurrency issues 

— (which may be worse than 
performance problems)



fantasy fiction saga

Domain 
Service

Orchestration
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability



fairy tale saga
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Service
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coupling
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scalability



fairy tale saga
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fairy tale saga

Domain 
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Domain 
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coupling
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X



fairy tale saga

— “an easy story with a pleasant 
ending” 

— synchronous + orchestrated == 
easiest to reason about 

— well suited for most medium to 
complex workflows that don’t require 
extreme scale/elasticity 

— default for many situations



fairy tale saga

Domain 
Service

Orchestration
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability



parallel saga

Domain 
Service

Orchestration
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
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scalability



parallel saga
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parallel saga
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Domain 
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Domain 
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coupling
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X



parallel saga

— “Multiple stories running at the same 
time” 

— highly attractive option for complex 
workflows at high scale 

— two of three coupling drivers 
minimized 

— concurrency may present problems



parallel saga

Domain 
Service

Orchestration
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability
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phone tag saga

Domain 
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Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
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X



phone tag saga

— “Like the game of phone tag” 

— (Epic saga) - orchestration 

— Add more scalability to simple 
transactional workflow (when 
orchestrator becomes a bottleneck) 

— Not common



phone tag saga

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability
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horror story saga

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability

X



horror story 

— Likely a well-intentioned but flawed 
attempt to achieve high performance 
with atomicity  

— Async => concurrency; 
choreography => workflow pushed 
into domains; atomic => most 
difficult coupling = horror story 

— Slow performance coupled with 
impossible-to-reproduce errors

anti-pattern !



horror story saga

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability
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time travel saga

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
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X



time travel saga

— “problem that moves atomically 
through time” 

— Synchronous event chain pattern 
(chain-of-responsibility, pipes-and-
filters) 

— Best for pipeline problems that allow 
synchronous communication 
(simpler) 

— Difficult to build complex workflows



time travel saga

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability
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Domain 
Service
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Service

coupling
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X



anthology saga

— “a loosely associated group of short 
stories" 

— Polar opposite of the Epic Saga 

— Least coupled solution 

— Best for non-transactional Pipes-and-
Filters architecture styles 

— Highly scalable



anthology saga

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

Domain 
Service

coupling
complexity
responsiveness
scalability



saga summary
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communication
coordination

atomic atomic eventual eventual atomic atomic eventual eventual

sync async sync async sync async sync async

orchestr orchestr orchestr orchestr choreog choreog choreog choreog



trade-off observations

— three coupling drivers: atomic, synchronous, orchestration 

— correlation between complexity of workflow and utility of orchestration 

— choreography works best for loosely semantically coupled problems 

— be careful “fixing” architecture characteristics issues by changing one 
dimension



Hands-on Exercise - Transactional Sagas

Expert marks ticket as complete1

Orchestrator tells ticket service to mark as complete2

Ticket service updates ticket status and commits work3

Orchestrator send request for survey to be sent4

Survey service inserts customer survey information5

Survey link is sent to customer via email6

Expert receives response and moves onto next job7

Ticket
service

Completed 

Sysops Expert 
Mobile Device

Survey
service

Survey sent to customer

1

2

3

4

5

7

Ticket
Orchestrator

6

OK

1. What is the current saga illustrated below?  
2. What saga would you recommend for the ticket completion process?

Currently the expert must wait for the entire ticket completion process to finish when marking 
a ticket as complete. Many times the survey service is non-responsive.



Build Your Own  
Trade-off Analyses

Everything in software architecture is a trade-off. 
1st Law of Software Architecture from Software Architecture Fundamentals



Watch out for the “out of context” trap 
when analyzing tradeoffs.

modern tradeoff analysis



“I can’t decide whether to use a shared service or shared library for all of the common 
functionality in the system.”

software 
architect

modern tradeoff analysis



scalability

fault tolerance

performance

overall change risk

heterogeneous code X
high code volatility X

dependency management X
ability to version changes X

X
X
X
X

modern tradeoff analysis



“We Leverage polyglot programming and have services written in 4 different languages in our application ecosystem. 
Performance and fault tolerance aren't concerns for us - it’s all about managing change to shared functionality.”

software 
architect

modern tradeoff analysis



Model relevant business use-case 
scenarios to extract trade-offs.

modern tradeoff analysis



“I wonder if we should have a single 
payment service or a separate service for 

each payment type…”

software 
architect

modern tradeoff analysis



scenario 1: update credit card processing

modern tradeoff analysis

separate: maintainability, testability, deployability



scenario 2: add a new payment type

modern tradeoff analysis

scenario 1: update credit card processing separate: maintainability, testability, deployability

separate: extensibility



scenario 2: add a new payment type

modern tradeoff analysis

scenario 1: update credit card processing separate: maintainability, testability, deployability

separate: extensibility

scenario 3: use multiple types for payment separate: performance, data consistency



modern tradeoff analysis

Which is more important?

performance and 
data consistency

extensibility and 
agility



Compare like things.

modern tradeoff analysis



MECE lists
Mutually Exclusive, Collectively Exhaustive

No overlaps

Cover entire space



MECE lists
Mutually Exclusive, Collectively Exhaustive

versus



MECE lists
Mutually Exclusive, Collectively Exhaustive

versus



Don’t over-evangelize any particular 
technology or solution

modern tradeoff analysis



“I always use publish-and-subscribe broadcast messaging using 
topics because it’s best at supporting architectural extensibility!”

software 
architect

modern tradeoff analysis



producer

consumerconsumerconsumer bid capture

consumerconsumerconsumer bid tracking

consumer bid analyticsconsumerconsumer

queue

item bid

queue

item bid

queue

item bid

bid historyconsumerconsumerconsumer

queue

item bid

modern tradeoff analysis



item bid

producer
topic

consumerconsumerconsumer bid capture

consumerconsumerconsumer bid tracking

consumer bid analyticsconsumerconsumer

bid historyconsumerconsumerconsumer

modern tradeoff analysis



item bid

producer
topic

consumerconsumerconsumer bid capture

consumerconsumerconsumer bid tracking

consumer bid analyticsconsumerconsumer

bid historyconsumerconsumerconsumer

modern tradeoff analysis

“What about data security? 
everyone has uncontrolled 

access to that data!”

“What if we need separate 
contracts for each of the 

subscribers?”

“How are we going to monitor 
the queue depth and use auto-

scaling for the services?”



extensibility (easy to add new consumers)heterogeneous contracts

security access and control of data

queue monitoring and auto-scaling

modern tradeoff analysis

queues (point-to-point messaging) topic (publish-and-subscribe messaging)



queues (point-to-point messaging) topic (publish-and-subscribe messaging)

Which is more important?

extensibility and  
agility

data security and  
separate contracts

modern tradeoff analysis



Don’t overwhelm your business 
stakeholders with too many trade-off 
choices; bottom line it for them instead.

modern tradeoff analysis



“I can’t decide if I should use synchronous or asynchronous 
communications to kick off the credit approval process after 

accepting the application from the customer…”

software 
architect

modern tradeoff analysis



modern tradeoff analysis



synchronous

modern tradeoff analysis



asynchronous

modern tradeoff analysis



modern tradeoff analysis

Customer does not have to wait for 
process to start (responsiveness)

Customer application is rejected if the 
orchestrator is unavailable

Customer must wait for credit approval 
process to start (responsiveness)

No guarantee that the credit approval 
process has started

Credit approval is guaranteed to start 
before customer request ends

Customer application submit process is 
not dependent on orchestrator availability



modern tradeoff analysis

Which is more important?

responsiveness and  
fault tolerance

guarantee that the credit 
approval process is started



Use qualitative analysis to iterate on 
design, leading to quantitative analysis.

modern tradeoff analysis

qualitative: relating to, measuring, or measured by 
the quality of something rather than its quantity.

quantitative: relating to, measuring, or measured by 
the quantity of something rather than its quality.



saga summary
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orchestr orchestr orchestr orchestr choreog choreog choreog choreog
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The Sysops Squad
Penultimate Electronics is a large electronics giant that has numerous retail stores throughout the country. 
When customers buy computers, TV’s, stereos, and other electronic equipment, they can choose to 
purchase a support plan. Customer-facing technology experts (the “Sysops Squad”) will then come to the 
customers residence (or work office) to fix problems with the electronic device.



Sysops Squad - A Bad Situation…
Things have not been good with the Sysops Squad lately, and if something isn’t done soon, the company will be forced to 
abandon this very lucrative business line and fire all of the experts (including you, the architect). 

1. The current trouble ticket system is a large monolithic application that was developed many years ago.

2. Customers are complaining that consultants are never showing up due to lost tickets.

3. Often times the wrong consultant shows up to fix something they know nothing about.

4. Customers have been complaining that the system is not always available for web-based problem ticket entry.

5. Change is difficult and risky in this large monolith - whenever a change is made, it takes too long and something  
    else usually breaks (the product owner calls new feature deployments “bug releases”).

6. Due to reliability issues, the monolithic system frequently “freezes up” or crashes - they think it’s mostly due a  
    an increase in usage and the number of customers using the system, but they’re not sure.



Sysops Squad - Ticket Processing Flow

Customer

Create Ticket Assign Expert

Sysops Expert

Ticket Complete

Notify Customer

Send Survey



Sysops Expert Receive Tickets
Complete Tickets

Search KnowledgeBase

Admin

Maintain Users
Maintain Expert Profiles

Customer Service

Manager

Generate Reports
system

Monthly Billing

Customer Register
Create Tickets
Complete Surveys

Sysops Squad - Current Architecture



Sysops Squad - Current Architecture



Sysops Squad - Current Architecture

ticket  
tables

customer  
tables

billing  
tables

knowledge base 
tables

survey 
tables

expert profile 
tables



Kata Exercises



Kata Exercise - Service Granularity

The following core ticket functionality currently in the monolithic application needs to be 
moved to separately deployed services. Your job is to determine what services the functionality 
should go into (and how many services there should be).

start endTicket  
Creation

Ticket  
Assignment

Ticket  
Routing

Ticket  
Completion

Customer 
Survey

Additional Information:

- Once a ticket is assigned, it is immediately routed to the expert. If it cannot be routed, another expert is assigned.

- The ticket assignment process is complicated and changes frequently.

- Tickets are always created faster than they can be assigned, so there is always a backlog of unassigned pending tickets.

- Ticket completion sends the customer survey and sends ticket info to analytical reporting.

- Ticket creation and customer survey are customer-facing functionality (survey link is sent via email).

- Ticket routing contains the logic necessary to connect to the expert’s mobile device and upload the ticket information. 



Kata Exercise - Contracts

What type of contract (looser or tighter) should be applied to each of these interactions and 
why?

A B C D

E



Kata Exercise - Data Ownership and Access

Determine the table ownership and data access for each of the services and 
corresponding tables below and form tight bounded contexts between them.

Ticket 
Create

Ticket 
Maintenance 

Ticket 
Update

Ticket 
Completion

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Routing

Expert 
Profile

Expert 
Profile

Customer 
Profile

Customer 
Profile

Support 
Contract

ticket expert_profile customer

Customer 
Notification

Notification 
Service

Ticket Maintenance and Ticket 
Assignment both write to the ticket table.

1

1

Ticket Assignment reads from the expert 
profile table to get skills and location (there 
are a total of 500 experts nationwide).

2

2

Notification service reads from the 
customer table to get the customer sms, 
email and name (300,000 customers)

33

Ticket assignment is a very complex 
algorithm that requires frequent reads 
from the expert profile table

4

4

Ticket maintenance needs customer 
demographics information

5

5



Kata Exercise - Orchestration and Workflow

Given the following services, should the ticket processing workflow be designed using 
orchestration, choreography or a hybrid? Identify the state owner as well as sync vs. async 
communications. What is your justification?

synchronous asynchronous 

Ticket 
Creation

Ticket 
Management

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Maintenance

Ticket 
Routing

Customer 
Notification

Notification 
Service

Customer

Sysops Expert

Customer 
Survey

Survey 
Service

1. create

2. assign
3. route

4. notify

5. complete

6. survey

Ticket 
Orchestrator

Ticket 
Creation

Ticket 
Management

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Assignment

Ticket 
Maintenance

Ticket 
Routing

Customer 
Notification

Notification 
Service

Customer 
Survey

Survey 
Service

Customer

1. create

Sysops Expert

2. assign

3. route

4. notify

5. complete

6. survey

state owner



Hands-on Exercise - Transactional Sagas

Currently the expert must wait for the entire ticket completion process to finish when marking 
a ticket as complete. Many times the survey service is non-responsive.

Expert marks ticket as complete1

Orchestrator tells ticket service to mark as complete2

Ticket service updates ticket status and commits work3

Orchestrator send request for survey to be sent4

Survey service inserts customer survey information5

Survey link is sent to customer via email6

Expert receives response and moves onto next job7

Ticket
service

Completed 

Sysops Expert 
Mobile Device

Survey
service

Survey sent to customer

1

2

3

4

5

7

Ticket
Orchestrator

6

OK

1. What is the current saga illustrated below?  
2. What saga would you recommend for the ticket completion process?


